FROM
MARILYN GOLDEN VP
membership@jgasgp.org

7/10/2022
Hi Everyone,
Today we learned from Hal Bookbinder the genealogy of the
Bookbinder family of restaurant fame and the history of the
Bookbinder restaurants. If you missed it, here is the link….
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/4CCE2RoGEyMoQPZUyNdYt1xS1W8dgi4dWZ99kWSsSOxjnMIj4ios3hdxskJ2DSfs.GAKo48zR3j5M5ehl
Passcode: 0?YM*.6u

CHRONICLES:

THE

If you find any errors or have anything to add, Hal would enjoy
hearing from you. hal.bookbinder@ucla.edu
SPRING EDITION

HAS BEEN SENT OUT.

PLEASE

I was on this site http://menus.nypl.org/menu_pages/56297 and
found an Old Original Bookbinders menu.

SUBMIT ARTICLES TO OUR
EDITOR,

EVAN FISHMAN,

editor@jgasgp.org
Please let me know if you are
attending the
IAJGS 2022 Conference!
e-mail me at
membership@jgasgp.org
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Have you ever been to one of the restaurants? LOOK AT THESE PRICES!!!
Speaking of old Philadelphia restaurants, I came across a cool website that brings back lots of memories!
“Vintage Menu Art”. https://vintagemenuart.com/

Product Description 1947
This illustration of a friendly cup of coffee was on the front cover of many Linton restaurant menus. It’s
everything we love about vintage menu art – cheerful and eye-catching and is dated 1947.
Isaiah Linton opened his first restaurant on Front Street in Philadelphia in 1890. At the time, the city
had numerous iron and steel-related manufacturers and the textiles, cigars, sugar, and oil industries
were also thriving.
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His next restaurant was established in 1898 at 108 S 8 street - it was
Philadelphia’s first air-conditioned restaurant - and by 1940 the Linton
family had around 40 restaurants open around Philadelphia, Atlantic
City and Camden.
th

In 1942, Linton’s won the title of Philadelphia’s Best Cup of Coffee and
as well as delicious coffee, the restaurants served hearty, healthy and
good value meals.
Linton’s went on to operate cafeterias for many businesses in Philadelphia until 1981 when the company moved into food service management. It remains a thriving and highly respected company, with a wide
range of services that includes the delivery of healthy meals to schools,
hospitals, and residential communities.
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Beginner’s Corner and Research Tips
Don’t forget to look for our Getting Started with Jewish Genealogy on our website.
*We are very happy to announce the launch of our new JGASGP Resource Guide 2022!

Book Club Update
Book Club Meeting #5
Thanks to Beth Steiner for leading our discussion of The Book of Lost Names. We all said
we liked historical fiction. We are not meeting in July and August because of the IAJGS
Conference.
Book club meeting #5 will be held on September 28TH at 7:30 pm.
We will be reading:

UNORTHODOX: THE SCANDALOUS REJECTION OF MY HASIDIC
ROOTS by Deborah Feldman.
Felicia and Dee will be leading our discussion. You may have seen
the tv version, but the book includes more information.
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Book Club Meeting #6
Book Club Meeting #6 will be held on October 26th at 7:30
PM.
We will be reading:

Red Sea Spies: The True Story of Mossad's Fake Diving Resort by Raffi Berg, Peter Noble, et al.
Rebecca Parmet will be leading our discussion.
The true story that inspired the Netflix film The Red Sea Diving Resort.
In the early 1980s on a remote part of the Sudanese coast, a new luxury holiday resort opened for business. Catering for divers, it attracted guests from around the world. Little did the holidaymakers know
that the staff were undercover spies, working for the Mossad - the Israeli secret service.
Providing a front for covert night-time activities, the holiday village allowed the agents to carry out an
operation unlike any seen before. What began with one cryptic message pleading for help, turned into
the secret evacuation of thousands of Ethiopian Jews who had been languishing in refugee camps, and
the spiriting of them to Israel.
Written in collaboration with operatives involved in the mission, endorsed as the definitive account,
and including an afterword from the then Mossad director, this is the complete, never-before-heard,
gripping tale of a top-secret and often hazardous operation.

Book Club Meeting #7
Book Club Meeting #7 will be held on November 30 t h at 7:30. (last
week of November)
We will be reading: The Only Woman in the Room by Marie Benedict
Linda Ewall-Krocker will be leading our discussion.
Bestselling author Marie Benedict reveals the story of a brilliant woman scientist only remembered for her beauty.
Her beauty almost certainly saved her from the rising Nazi party and led to marriage with
an Austrian arms dealer. Underestimated in everything else, she overheard the Third
Reich's plans while at her husband's side and understood more than anyone would guess.
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She devised a plan to flee in disguise from their castle, and the whirlwind escape landed her in Hollywood. She became Hedy Lamarr, screen star.
But she kept a secret more shocking than her heritage or her marriage: she was a scientist. And she had an idea that
might help the country fight the Nazis and revolutionize modern communication...if anyone would listen to her.
A powerful book based on the incredible true story of the glamour icon and scientist; The Only Woman in the Room is
a masterpiece that celebrates the many women in science that history has overlooked.

* These books are available to read at most libraries in Philadelphia and the surrounding
areas. Please consider joining us on our reading adventures.

Chronicles
The lates version has been sent out electronically. Hope you received and enjoyed the fabulous articles. The hard copies were mailed out and you should have received your copy if you are a paid subscriber.
Reminder: Deadline for submission of material for the summer issue of Chronicles was July 3rd.
Please let our editor, Evan Fishman, know if you're planning to submit an article. We can extend the
deadline if we know you have a work in progress.
Please submit your well-thought-out and organized stories to editor@jgasgp.org. Our editors will
correct grammar and refine your text so that it's top notch. Please be sure that all links work and documents and photos are not copyrighted by someone else.
Before submitting your article, have someone else read what you wrote to ensure clarity.

Note our second "call for articles" challenge encouraging first time contributors
to Chronicles.
The first five "newbies" will receive a copy of genealogist extraordinaire, Dan Rottenberg's book,
The Education of A Journalist, My Seventy Years on the Frontiers of Free Speech.
Thank you.
Evan Fishman editor@jgasgp.org
Jim, our WEBMASTER, has posted Chronicles on our website. Now you won't have to download this
copy if you don't want to. https://jgasgp.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Chronicles_Vol_39-1Spring-2022-ELECTRONIC.pdf
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Make sure you read below for an update to Chronicles under
Membership and Society News *Announcement. Changes are coming!
Please submit articles to editor@jgasgp.org. Let Evan know if you are working on an article.
Do you have successes to share? Any unusual finds you’d like to share? We enjoy hearing from fellow
members. Our editors are happy to help you with editing your article. If you’re not sure your topic is
appropriate, ask Evan. We want to hear from you!
Contact Jim, webmaster@jgasgp.org for any questions about receiving your copy. Jim has posted all
issues of Chronicles dating back to 1982 (Vol 1 # 1).

Contributions
We would like to thank members who have made generous donations to our society. Your kindness is
greatly appreciated.
Thank you!
Myrna Goodman
Tom & Carol Perloff

From the President’s Desk

Summer greetings to you all!
Today we had our meeting, with speaker Hal Bookbinder joining us via Zoom from his home to talk
about the amazing Philadelphia Bookbinder restaurant family. It is wonderful that we can hear from
speakers who are not local. However, it is also disappointing to report that we have now held two hybrid meetings, at two different synagogues, but with mixed attendance. Many more people have joined
us on Zoom than in the actual audience. It seems some people are still hesitant to venture out to events
like ours. I sincerely hope that this changes in the coming months.
Our in-person events are the hallmark of our society, with people benefitting tremendously from the opportunity to nosh, meet each other, share stories and of course, ask questions of our compelling experts
who have joined us in person for this purpose. Please know that all protocols are being implemented to
adhere to local and synagogue health mandates and we have all been fully masked at both presentations
thus far. I look forward to seeing many of you in the fall once our in-person meetings resume.
In the meantime, we have a spectacular virtual event in August. The IAJGS International Conference on
Jewish Genealogy will be held from August 21-25. An extensive roster of speakers will be available for
you to watch from the comfort of your own home. Many of the sessions are recorded so you can choose
when you wish to watch! If you wish to learn more about this, or have not yet registered, go to:
https://s4.goeshow.com/iajgs/annual/2022/registration_overview.cfm Most Live talks will become available on-demand shortly after the live presentation. All conference attendees will have access to the Virtual Library, as well as the Attendee Lounge and Expo Hall, for 60 days after the Conference ends.
Our first issue of Chronicles following the IAJGS conference is usually comprised of articles about conference sessions of note.
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If you do participate in the IAJGS conference, post comments on our FB page and above all, please
plan to write a brief piece about any sessions you found impactful and share with us all through our
wonderful journal. Your article(s) should be submitted to editor@jgasgp.org
The Jewish Genealogical and Archival Society of Greater Philadelphia (JGASGP) has
invited a number of excellent speakers to enrich the virtual program at the 42nd IAJGS International
Conference on Jewish Genealogy.
In memory of our former JGASGP Board member, Steve Schecter we welcome Dr. Toni Pitock, Assistant
Professor of History and Judaic Studies at Drexel University in Philadelphia. Look for The Steve Schecter Memorial Lecture on "Jewish Mercantile Networks in Colonial Philadelphia, 1736-1776."
Mark Turdo, Curator of Exhibits at Philadelphia's Museum of the American Revolution will speak on "By
the Above Constitution: Seeking Jewish Rights in Revolutionary America 1783."
Dr. Robert Watson, Distinguished Professor of History at Lynn University in Florida will speak on "The
Nazi Titanic: A Shocking, Unknown Story from the Final Days of the Holocaust."
Rachael Cerrotti, award-winning author and the Inaugural Storyteller in Residence for USC Shoah Foundation will tell the story "We Share the Same Sky," the title of her book and podcast about her Holocaust survivor grandmother.
Sydney Cruice-Dixon, JGASGP member and President of the Philadelphia Area Chapter of the Association of Professional Genealogists, will present "Learn About Jewish Record Resources in the Greater
Philadelphia Area."
Our members Miriam Weiner, Mark Halpern, Joel Spector, and Sharon Taylor are presenting during
the conference! Robert Watson will also give an updated talk about Hamilton. Look for their lectures in
live and the pre-recorded library. I hope I included all members. If I omitted your name, please let me
know.
Make sure you check your e-mails for updates and announcements!
Enjoy the rest of the summer!
Felicia Mode Alexander
President, JGASGp
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Future JGASGP Zoom Meetings
We started meeting live in May. Hybrid meetings will also continue!

With your permission we are recording all sessions. If anyone does not wish to be recorded, please do not participate in the live program. All cameras will be turned off during the lecture but may be turned on during the Q
and A. Thank you for your cooperation.

SAVE THE DATES:
Date: Sunday, September 18, 2022
Time: 1:00 PM check in, chat, and schmooze (Optional) Official program starts promptly at 1:30
Speaker: Sharon Taylor
Topic: TBA
Location: TBA
Date: Sunday, October 23, 2022
Time: 1:00 PM check in, chat, and schmooze (Optional) Official program starts promptly at 1:30
Speaker: TBA
Topic: Carl Lutz Documentary
Location: TBA
Date: Sunday, November 20, 2022
Time: 1:00 PM check in, chat, and schmooze (Optional) Official program starts promptly at 1:30
Speaker: TBA
Topic: TBA
Location: TBA

Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022
Time: 11:30-2:30
Location: Reform Congregation Keneseth Israel
Special Event: Honoring Harry Boonin!

Date: Sunday, January 8, 2023
Time: TBA
Speaker: TBA
Topic: Plunder by Menachim Kaiser
Location: TBA
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Date: Sunday, January 27, 2023
Time: TBA
Topic: Special program honoring the memory of Carl Lutz
Speaker: TBA
Location: TBA
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023
Time: TBA
Speaker: TBA
Topic: The stolen narrative of Bulgarian Jews
Location: TBA

UPCOMING LECTURES ON ZOOM
Speaker: Dr. Alexander Beider, PhD
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2022, 1pm Pacific Time
Dr. Beider is recognized as the leading authority on Jewish names from
Eastern Europe. A large majority of Jews of the Russian Empire received
their family names only about 200 years ago managed internally within Jewish communities. Dr. Beider uses onomastics and linguistics as tools to unravel the history of the Jewish people, evolution, migrations, and naming traditions. .
Dr. Beider has written a series of reference books dealing with the etymology of Ashkenazic and Sephardic surnames , Ashkenazic given names, Origins of Yiddish Names and many more. His latest work is the Roots of Jews
from the Ottoman Empire. You do not want to miss this presentation!
As a result, the names adopted in the Russian Empire reflect a panorama of Jewish life at the beginning of the 19th century including languages used and their peculiarities, occupations, given
10

names, and places of settlement. Some surnames provide information about ancestors who lived
well before the 19th century, according to Alexander.
About Alexander Beider
Alexander Beider holds one doctoral degree in applied mathematics (Moscow Institute of Physics
& Technology, 1989) and another in Jewish Studies (Sorbonne, Paris, 2000). He uses onomastics
and linguistics as tools to unravel the history of the Jewish people. He has written a series of reference books dealing with the etymology of Ashkenazic and Sephardic surnames and Ashkenazic
given names, all published by Avotaynu Inc. (1993-2019). His book Origins of Yiddish Dialects,
published by Oxford University Press (2015), sheds light on the early stages of the development
of Yiddish. Beider was born in Moscow (Russia) and lives in Paris (France) since 1990.

Newly Updated: Jewish Surnames from the Eastern European Russian Empire
Zoom link will be sent the week of the event.

Register

Sunday, August 14, 2022, 1pm Pacific Time
Speaker: Karen Franklin
New Strategies in German Jewish Research
Zoom link will be sent the week of the event.

In this talk, Karen identifies creative strategies for Jewish genealogical research that could be of interest to all genealogists regardless of the locations they are
researching. She will describe how to utilize Leo Baeck Institute collections–including methodologies for exploring women’s stories — and will discuss the German Jewish DNA group, Facebook
groups, the International German Genealogy Partnership (IGGP), databases on JewishGen, the
Obermayer Awards, and many other resources.
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About Karen Franklin
Karen S. Franklin is Director of Family History at Leo Baeck Institute and a Consultant for the Museum of Jewish Heritage — A Living Memorial to the Holocaust. She has served as chair of the
Council of American Jewish Museums, the International Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies, the Memorial Museums Committee of the International Council of Museums (ICOM), and as
co-chair of the Board of Governors of JewishGen.org. A co-founder of the Obermayer German
Jewish History Awards, she is currently on the board of the Southern Jewish Historical Society and
is co-editor of the Memoirs Section of Southern Jewish History. Karen is the recipient of the 2018
IAJGS Lifetime Achievement Award

Register

Help Wanted
Friends of Jewish Cemeteries help:
Dates added for Har Nebo and Har Jehuda
Har Jehuda. July 24 from 9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Har Jehuda Cemetery, 8400 Lansdowne Ave, Upper Darby, PA 19082

In the News
Felicia and Marilyn at the American Jewish Library Conference in
Philadelphia. We met a lot of librarians from around the and the
world visiting Philadelphia.
It was fun networking and talking
about our society.
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The 42nd Annual International Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies will be held as an ALL-Virtual Conference from 21-25 August 2022. Registration is now OPEN! Go to the Conference Website www.iajgs2022.org and click on Registration Overview for all the information you need.
Early Bird registrants are entitled to several lectures available prior to the conference.

The Jewish Genealogical and Archival Society of Greater Philadelphia (JGASGP) has
invited a number of excellent speakers to enrich the virtual program at the 42nd IAJGS
International Conference on
Jewish Genealogy.
We look forward to partici-

pating in these fabulous lectures.
Don’t forget to take notes!
We want your feedback in
the way of an article for our
fall Chronicles. Please write
about your favorite lecture or
two from the conference. Be
prepared to
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To learn more, go their interactive website: https://mobile.hamec.yourcultureconnect.com/experiences

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
(USHMM) has made Holocaust-related Ukrainian Archives available online with special permission from the
Ukrainian State Archives. This results in 10 million pages of records that will be accessible online for the first
time.
The first one million pages are now searchable at https://tinyurl.com/562kfn4u Original URL:https://collections.ushmm.org/search/?f%5Bbrowse%5D%5B%5D=ukr&f%5Bf_textual_materials%5D%5B%5D=historic_documents&per_page=50&q=RG-31&search_field=all_fields&sort=datetimemodified+desc%2Ctitle_sort+asc
These archives include historical materials from before, during and after the Holocaust. They include collections
topics such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The activities of Jewish political, cultural, educational, and philanthropic organizations.
information about individuals, census data, vital statistics, lists of names, personal files, etc.
pogroms during the Russian civil war, closure of synagogues and dissolution of Jewish communities by
the Soviet authorities, demographic, and statistical information and other documentation;
the Nazi German administration in occupied Ukraine and Ukrainian auxiliary police;
Jewish ghettos;
postwar developments, such as Soviet investigations of war crimes committed by Germans and their
allies on the occupied territories, return of evacuated populations, restitution of Jewish property and
war crimes trials and Soviet antisemitism.

With one of Europe’s largest pre-war Jewish populations, Ukraine was the site of critical events in Holocaust history, including the beginning of Nazi Germany’s systematic mass killings of Jews after the invasion of the Soviet
Union in 1941. At least 1.5 million Jews were killed within Ukraine’s current borders.
To read the press release see: https://www.ushmm.org/information/press/press-releases/museum-makes-holocaust-related-ukrainian-archives-available-online
Thank you to Phil Goldfarb, President, JGS Tulsa, for sharing this information with us.
Jan Meisels Allen Chairperson, IAJGS Public Records Access Monitoring Committee
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Membership and Society News
We currently have 392 members! So far 257 have signed up for our website!
We are growing and strive to make our society the best!
Each quarter, Chronicles has been e-mailed to everyone. There will be a change for delivery after this
issue. All members will receive a link to read the issue on the members only section of our website.
JGASGP Newsletters will continue to be sent out as pdfs and also be on our website.
MAKE SURE YOU REGISTER ON OUR WEBSITE!
It is NOT automatic because you are a JGASGP member.
Please don’t wait until the last minute. Jim is available to help with registration. Let’s try to iron out any problems in advance of the summer issue.
Our website has so much to offer members.
As always, we enjoy receiving suggestions. If you come across an error on the website, please let Jim know.
Only paid-up members have access to our website, JGASGP Newsletters, Chronicles, and meeting
notices. Members have access to our members only portal. Tell your friends!
Contact Marilyn (me) (membership@jgasgp.org) if you have any dues related questions.
Contact Jim (webmaster@jgasgp.org) with web access questions or receiving hard copy
problems.
Contact Evan (editor@jgasgp.org) with Chronicles article questions.
Our fiscal year runs from January 1st - December 31st, 2022.
Our 2022 membership form is on our website. $10 extra for printed Chronicles.

Webinars, Conferences, Podcasts,
and Zoom Meetings of Interest
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Genealogy Coffee Break from the Center for Jewish History
The Center for Jewish History is changing the format of their Genealogy Coffee Break
series. While we will continue to produce and share a new episode each month, we will no longer air the
episodes live. In our May episode, we reveal our favorite tips for using FamilySearch.org. You may now
view this episode and all of our previous episodes anytime on the Center for Jewish History'
Facebook page or YouTube channel (closed captions are available on both).
To receive updates on future episodes, please "Like" or "Follow" our Facebook page or subscribe
to our YouTube channel.
-Moriah Amit
Senior Genealogy Librarian, Center for Jewish History
New York, NY
mamit@cjh.org
New Gesher Galicia Record Inventory Tool “Genealogy is fun video” With Tips on How to Use the new
Inventory Tool.
Great discussion by Yonah on his family research and how to use our new Record Inventory
tool (3:45) and how it helped him in his research. We at Gesher Galicia love to hear stories
like this. Makes our hard work that much more rewarding. Thank you Yonah Paley for this.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QIc7g373mc&t=2s
Steven Turner
President, Gesher Galicia

2022 Comprehensive Calendar of Genealogical Events
complied by the Bucks County Genealogical Society
Conference Keeper Conference Keeper, "the most complete collection of Genealogy events online!" Sign up for
the weekly Newsletter.
Genealogy Facebook groups! I advertise our lectures on Facebook
The Main Line Genealogy Club sends out a great Newsletter Subscribe here for The Dispatch and future meeting
information
https://mainlinegenealogy.us4.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=874962702de67e596050fc4cf&id=a4ddc48ca8
JewishGen.org Discussion Group Sign up for daily discussion questions, meeting information from other societies, or post your own.

Podcasts: Extreme Genes. https://www.extremegenes.com/
Crista Cowen. https://cristacowan.com/
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Website Update
Don’t forget to register for our website! It is NOT automatic because you are a JGASGP member.
If you need help contact Jim, webmaster@jgasgp.org.
Send your personal photos to Jim to be included in a future slideshow! If you haven’t seen the
slideshow yet, check it out!
If you see any errors, please let us know.

Condolences

One of our early members, Joan Gross, age 92, passed away. Harry Boonin and I had several meetings at her
house. She also worked in the archives at K.I. Lovely person.
Jack L Weinstein

J O A N G R O S S O B I T U A R Y GROSS JOAN S. (nee SILVERMAN) August
14, 1930 - June 20, 2022, Beloved wife of Alan Gross. Mother of Patricia
(Bill) Poulsen, Andrew (Lisa) Gross and Carol (Robert) Steinberg. Grandmother of Kevin (Jennifer), Robin, Sara (Alex), Allie, Mitchell (Marci), Leslie
(Joshua), Philip (Caroline). Great grandmother of James, Elliot, and Asher.
Relatives and friends are invited to a Memorial Service Thursday, June 23
at 10:30 A.M. at The Hill @ Whitemarsh Founders Room in the main building at 4000 Foxhound Dr., 19444. Contributions in her memory may be
made to the Temple Judea Museum Fund at Keneseth Israel in Elkins Park
PA.(Kenesethisreal.org).
JGASGP extends condolences and well wishes to member’s families.
If you know of the illness or passing of a past or current member, please email a link of the obituary or provide the information for me to share.
Disclaimer: The purpose of our group is to help foster research, education,
collect family records and family connections. No political comments or advertising for services or merchandise
are permitted.
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